
Salomon v Salomon & Co 
Pty Ltd [1897]

• Salomon had been the sole owner and manager of a shoe business for many years. 
• After some pressure from his sons regarding their desire for a share in the business, 

Salomon sold his business to a company (A Salomon & Co Pty Ltd) that he set up and 
registered. 

• Salomon took almost all the shares in the company, and gave his children and wife one 
share each. 

• The company paid for the business by obtaining a loan from Salomon using a debenture 
issue that gave him security over the business assets. 

• Salomon then used these debenture to obtain finance from Broderip in order to support 
the continued trading of the business. 

• Unfortunately for the company, industrial action by its workforce led to insolvency.  
• The company’s assets were exhausted when the debentures were repaid by the 

company and the unsecured creditors received nothing.  
• The liquidator of the business sued Salomon for the value of the unpaid business debts. 

• What was the effect of registering the company on Salomon’s personal liability? 
• Was Salomon liable to contribute to the repayment of the company’s creditors given that 

he remained virtually the sole controller and beneficiary of the business?
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Salomon v Salomon & Co 
Pty Ltd [1897]

• Separate legal nature of a company 
• If the company was a legal entity, the business belonged to the company and not to 

Salomon. 
• Short of proof of fraud, once a company is legally incorporated, it must be treated like any 

other independent person with its rights and liability appropriate to itself, and the motives 
of those who took part in the promotion of the company are absolutely irrelevant.  

• Company attains maturity at birth and that members need not be independent. 
• Once the memorandum is duly signed and registered (in pursuant to the legislation 

requirement), the company attains maturity at birth.  
• I cannot understand how a body corporate thus made “capable” by statute can lose its 

individuality by issuing the bulk of its capital to one person.  
• Impact on unsecured creditors 

• The unsecured creditor may be entitled to sympathy, but they have only themselves to 
blame for their misfortunes. They trusted the company…but they had full notice that they 
were no longer dealing with an individual. 

• This case is significant because it recognises that the rights, powers and burdens of a registered 
company generally rest with the company, not the owners of the company, because a company is 
separate legal entity. 
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Re Smith & Fawcett
⁃ Constitution provided “provided that “the directors may at any time in their absolute and uncontrolled discretion refuse 

to register any transfer of shares”.
⁃ Company only had two directors, one director died, son of the director requested a transfer of the shares.
⁃ Director refused to register all the shares but offered by buy 1/2 the shares from him and register the transfer of the 

remaining shares. Son appealed.
◦ The directors must exercise their discretion bona fide in what they consider - not what the court may consider
◦ Since the constitution confers  an absolute and uncontrolled discretion, the director was entitled to do so.

Ngurli Ltd v McCann
⁃ Article provided articles, the controlling share lost control when it ceased to be held by Clifford.
⁃ Clifford died, before the administration of his estate was completed, H, who inherited Clifford’s controlling shares, 

issued 4199 £1 shares to a trust company for the purpose of increasing the trust company’s voting power. 
⁃ As a consequence, the trust company voted for H and H was appointed as a director before the controlling shares lost 

power. 
◦ Held, the powers of the directors had to be exercised bona fide for the benefit of the company as a whole.
◦ The majority shareholders could not exercise their voting power in GM so as to commit a fraud upon the 

minority.
◦ In issuing the shares, H was acting only in his own interests, and left the interests of the other shareholders 

out of account. 
◦ Improper purpose to issue the shares:  the shares were issued for the purpose of defeating the voting power of 

existing shareholders by creating a new majority.

Gaiman v National Association for Mental Health
⁃ Directors removed potential dangerous members before the GM, to avoid the GM to be controlled by these members.

◦ Held, the removal of members was acted in good faith, for the benefit of the company as a whole.
◦ The phrase ‘interests of the company as a whole’ meant the interests of “present and future members of the 

association, as a whole,

Kinsela v Russell Kinsela Pty Ltd
⁃ Funeral business of a family company was adversely affected by the new statute regulation.
⁃ Directors signed a lease to rent premises of the company at an undervalued price when the company was clearly insolvent.

◦ Directors breached their duties owed to the creditors.
◦ If company enters insolvency, the primary beneficiaries of directors’ duties changes from the shareholders as a 

whole, to that of the creditors as a whole.
◦ Accordingly, the directors’ duty to a company as a whole extends in an insolvency context to not prejudicing the 

interests of creditors.
◦ The shareholders cannot approve the directors’ conduct that caused detriment to the creditors. 

Spies v R
⁃ Company owes a lot of debt to different creditors. 
⁃ The director (S) of the company entered into a transaction to buy shares in another company, which led great loss.
⁃ Creditors’ interests were affected. S argued he did not owe a duty to the creditors .

◦ Confirmed S did not own any duties to the company’s creditor. 
◦ His duties were owed to the company, and the company had a contractual relationship with the creditors. 
◦ However, it should be noted, that creditors may be able to bring an action under s 1324 to enforce the 

statutory duties. 

Parke v Daily News Ltd
⁃ A sale of a newspaper business caused several thousand workers to lost their jobs.
⁃ Directors proposed to pay the net profits to the displaced workers. 
⁃ The decision required to be ratified by shareholders at GM. Shareholders challenged the proposal.

◦ Directors cannot act for the interest of the employees before their consider the shareholders’ interests.
◦ Even if there is benefit for the employees, it can only be reasonably incidental to, and within the reasonable 

scope of carrying on, the business of the company.
◦ Note,  Pt 5.8A -- directors may be personally liable if they enter into transactions designed to prevent 

employees from recovering their entitlements (such as wages)

AMLA v Ure
⁃ Company internal management rule provided that ““the directors may refuse to register any transfer whatever of any 

shares without assigning any reason therefor”.
⁃ Ure purchased additional shares and requested to be transferred. Director rejected.
⁃ If Ure successfully transferred the shares,  it was likely that she would have been able to elect her husband onto the 

board by exercising her voting power.
⁃ Director’s expressed concern at having Ure’s husband on the board as he was a disqualified solicitor.

◦ If a company’s constitution provides power to refuse to register, the only condition on the exercise of that 
power is that it must be exercised in good faith.

Walker v Wimborne
⁃ Director made an unsecured loan to another company within the corporate group.
⁃ The loan was made without checking the company’s capacity to repay and the loan was not repaid.
⁃ Later the lender company went into liquidation. Liquidator sought to make the director personally liable for the loan.

◦ Held the director was liable. 
◦ Directors of companies within a group owe their duties to the individual company on whose board they are 

sitting. The group cannot be regarded in law as one entity -- each company within the group is separate. 
◦ There was a breach of the fiduciary duty because the directors failed to appreciate that each company was a 

separate legal entity and that entry into each transaction required to be examined in the light of the interests 
of each company participating in it. 

Equiticorp Finance v Bank of NZ
⁃ Bank lent money to one company (A) within a company group.
⁃ Bank felt the A’s financial status to repay the money was risky, it used the amount saved in its account by other two 

companies (B & C) within the same company group to offset part of the debt owed by A. (with the consent of B & C’s 
director.)

⁃ Later these B & C went into liquidation. Liquidator sued the directors for breach of duty to repay for A’s debt.
◦ There was no breach, in some circumstances, the interest of the group as a whole, coupled with the 

compensation scheme, were of definite benefit to the related companies.
◦ Test for group company: 

⁃ In the absence of actual separate consideration of the individual company’s interests, just be whether 
an intelligent and honest mana in the position of a director of the company concerned, could , in the 
whole of the existing circumstances, have reasonably believed that the transactions were for the 
benefit of the company

Howard Smith v Ampol Petroleum
⁃ H and A were competing to take complete control of Miller. A owned approximately 55% of the shares in Miller. 
⁃ Directors of Miller issued shares to H on the basis that H would offer more for the company than A.
⁃ The effect of the share issue was to dilute Miller’s share capital so as to turn A’s majority shareholding in Miller into a 

minority interest and thereby make H’s bid more likely to succeed. 
⁃ A sought a declaration that the share issue was undertaken for an improper purpose.

◦ The shares were issued for an improper purpose because it was primarily engaged in to dilute the majority 
shareholdings. 

◦ Merely because the directors acted in what they thought was the best interests of the company is not 
sufficient to render the conduct for a proper purpose.

◦ The Court stated the following two-step process (at 835):
⁃ Ascertain, on a fair view, the nature of this power, and define as can best be done the limits within 

which it may be exercised. 
⁃ Examine the substantial purpose for which the power was exercised, and reach a conclusion whether 

that purpose was proper or not. 
◦ The evidence given in this case demonstrated that the directors were only motivated to frustrated the hostile 

takeover, and therefore sought to dilute the bidder’s holding:
⁃ transaction breached the ASX rules;
⁃ directors were concerned about the position of strength of Ampol and Bulkships,’ preference for 

Howard Smith;
⁃ capital needs were not urgent;
⁃ the board’s failure to consider the tax consequences of a share issue rather than a loan, if the true 

purpose was to raise finance;
⁃ the absence of any obvious reason for nat making a rights issue to existing shareholders, rather than 

a placement to Howard Smith, if the object was to raise finance.

Hogg v Cramphom
⁃ Company was threatened with a takeover.
⁃ The directors set up a trust for the company’s employees and lent money to the trustees, so that the trustees could take 

up the unissued shares at par.
◦ Directors breached their fiduciary duty despite the fact that 

⁃ the directors had acted honourably and were not motivated by unworthy motives for maintaining their 
jobs;

⁃ no personal advantages;
⁃ honestly believed that they were account in the company’s best interests
⁃ genuinely considered that giving the employees an indirect stake in the company would benefit both 

the employees and the company.
◦ Improper purpose: maintain control; defeat majority’s power
◦ Where there is no self interests,  the improper use was capable of being ratified by the members in GM.

Teck Corp v Millar
⁃ A majority shareholder (Teck) intended to replace the board with its own nominees then cause the company to enter into 

an “ultimate deal” for the exploitation of mineral rights with Teck.
⁃ In response, the directors of the company entered into a joint venture with Canex to explore minerals and issued shares 

to Canex as part of the joint venture agreement.
⁃ The effect was that Teck’s did not possess the majority shareholding and the takeover could not proceed. 

◦ No breach of duty in this case. Here was a defensive act, in terms of the T’s takeover action. 
◦ Directors ought to be allowed to consider who is seeking control and why. 

⁃ The relevant considerations that directors are entitled to taken into account include the reputation, 
experience and policies of anyone seeking to take over the company. 

◦ If they believe, on reasonable grounds, that there will be substantial damage to the company’s interest if the 
company is taken over, then the exercise of their powers to defeat those seeking a majority will not necessarily 
be categorised as improper. 

◦ The Court distinguished this case from Hogg. (See notes)
⁃ Hogg: share allotment for the purpose of defeating takeover.
⁃ Here, share allotment for the purpose of obtaining the best agreement when the directors were still 

on Board.

Whitehouse v Carlton Hotel Pty Ltd
⁃ A, B, C shares, A shares have unrestricted voting powers (held by Mr Whitehouse), B shares have voting power after Mr 

Whitehouse died (held by Mrs Whitehouse), C shares only share profits without any voting power (children).
⁃ After divorcement with Mrs Whitehouse, Mr Whitehouse issued additional B shares to his two sons (who resided with 

him after the marriage ended), for the purpose of letting them have control of the company after Mr Whitehouse died.
⁃ The relationship between father and the sons went bad. Mr Whitehouse argued the allotment was invalid.

◦ The issue was invalid, because it was issued to dilute the control of the company away from the wife.
◦ Therefore, allotment of shares for the purpose of diluting voting power, is invalid. 
◦ Where there is competing purposes, regardless of whether the impermissible purpose was the dominant one or 

but one of a number of significantly contributing causes, the allotment will be invalidated if the impermissible 
purpose was causative in the sense that, but for its presence, the power would not have been exercised

⁃ Although this did not happen in this case.

Darvall v North Sydney Brick and Tile Co
⁃ Company considered to realise money from its land which was undervalued in the company’s balance sheet.
⁃ A shareholder D, saw the development potential, notified the company that he proposed to make a takeover offer at $10 

per share. 
⁃ Directors viewed D’s offer was too low, advised the shareholders not to accept the offer and the MD (L) of the company, 

indicated that he would make an alternative takeover offer. 
⁃ Board resolved that the company enter into a JV agreement with Chase Corporation, which was financing L’s takeover 

offer, for the development of the land.
⁃ D sought to have the JV agreement set aside on the ground that the directors’ duty was breached.

◦ No breach of duty here. The primary purpose of the Board’s decision to enter into the JV agreement had been 
to secure a better off er for the shareholders and not to defeat D’s takeover offer. 

⁃ Provide existing shareholders with more advantageous alternative than D’s offer
⁃ Demonstrate to the shareholders that it was not in their best interests to accept D’s offer
⁃ Advance the company’s best interest regarding the development of land.

◦ The court distinguished between a transaction for the purposes of defeating a takeover (improper purpose ) 
and one prompted by a takeover offer, but ultimately entered into because directors thought it was in the best 
interests of the company as a whole (proper purpose).


